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a b s t r a c t
Safety is key to civil aviation. To further improve its already respectable safety records, the
airline industry is transitioning towards a proactive approach which anticipates and
mitigates risks before incidents occur. This approach requires continuous monitoring and
analysis of flight operations; however, modern aircraft systems have become increasingly
complex to a degree that traditional analytical methods have reached their limits – the current methods in use can only detect ‘hazardous’ behaviors on a pre-defined list; they will
miss important risks that are unlisted or unknown. This paper presents a novel approach to
apply data mining in flight data analysis allowing airline safety experts to identify latent
risks from daily operations without specifying what to look for in advance. In this
approach, we apply a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based clustering to digital flight data
in order to detect flights with unusual data patterns. These flights may indicate an
increased level of risks under the assumption that normal flights share common patterns,
while anomalies do not. Safety experts can then review these flights in detail to identify
risks, if any. Compared with other data-driven methods to monitor flight operations, this
approach, referred to as ClusterAD-DataSample, can (1) better establish the norm by automatically recognizing multiple typical patterns of flight operations, and (2) pinpoint which
part of a detected flight is abnormal. Evaluation of ClusterAD-DataSample was performed
on two sets of A320 flight data of real-world airline operations; results showed that
ClusterAD-DataSample was able to detect abnormal flights with elevated risks, which make
it a promising tool for airline operators to identify early signs of safety degradation even if
the criteria are unknown a priori.
Ó 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Historically, accident prevention efforts focused on accidents analysis: a particular event was investigated in detail;
measures were developed to prevent the event from reoccurring. These efforts led a steady improvements of aviation safety
over the past 60 years (Boeing Commercial Airplanes, 2014). However, safety remains a key element in air transportation, a
colossal industry which moves 3.1 billion passengers a year (International Civil Aviation Organization, 2014). Mishaps still
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happen, and if they do, often make headline news globally. To further improve an already respectable safety performance,
the aviation industry is transitioning towards a proactive approach. Different from previous ones, the proactive approach
aims at continuously monitoring flight operations and identifying risks; mitigation measures are taken before incidents
occur. Data, especially the use of sensor data, are the key to facilitate this transition.
Among others, data from the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) or Quick Assess Recorder (QAR) onboard every aircraft are the
most promising. Thousands of technical parameters are recorded throughout a flight, airspeed, altitude, pitch, roll, engine
parameters, etc. The dataset contains rich information about the aircraft system, the external environment, and pilot operations. Major airlines have implemented a Flight Operational Quality Assurance (FOQA) program or Flight Data Monitoring
(FDM) program to archive and analyze these flight data from daily operations (Federal Aviation Administration, 2004). Current analysis tools are all based on the Exceedance Detection (ED) (Federal Aviation Administration, 2004), a method which
can identify undesired events by checking if particular flight parameters exceed a pre-defined limit under specified conditions. The adjustment of ED is costly because parameter thresholds depend specifically on aircraft types, flight phases, airport conditions, and flying procedures, etc. A key limitation of ED is that one needs to pre-define what to look for in advance;
and the pre-defined criteria, which are derived from finite historical incidents, can never predict future risks arising from
infinite operational variances and emerging new technologies. A number of studies have discussed the limitations of a
pre-defined list (Matthews et al., 2013; Tsuruta, 2009).
Recent studies focused on the development of data-driven methods that monitor operations continuously for road and
rail transportation using in-vehicle data recorders or network sensors (Chang et al., 2008; Li et al., 2014; Shi and AbdelAty, 2015; Shichrur et al., 2014; Toledo et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2011). Studies focusing on air transportation are sparse.
The Morning Report software package was one of the earliest efforts made to detect anomalies from routine flight data as
part of NASA’s Aviation Performance Measurement System (APMS) (Amidan and Ferryman, 2005). The software models time
series data of selected flight parameters using a quadratic equation. Each flight, mapped as a point, is described by the coefficients of the quadratic equations in the feature space. The distance between this point and the mean of the distribution in
the feature space, is used to compute an ‘‘atypical score” for each flight. Some studies, the Inductive Monitoring System (IMS)
software (Iverson, 2004) for instance, adopt a semi-supervised learning approach that summarizes the data distributions of
typical system behaviors from a pre-sanitized training dataset. The typical data distributions are then compared with realtime operational data to detect abnormal behaviors. However, the IMS is limited in its ability to account for temporal patterns and it cannot function without a training dataset. Others adopt the unsupervised approach. The Sequence Miner algorithm focuses on discrete flight parameters to monitor pilot operations, such as cockpit switch flips (Budalakoti et al., 2008,
2006). The algorithm can discover abnormal sequences in the switch operations based on the Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS) measures. To incorporate both discrete and continuous flight parameters in FDR data, Srivastava develops a statistical
framework that discretizes the continuous flight parameters in pre-processing steps (Srivastava, 2005). Built on this framework, Das et al. develop the Multiple Kernel Anomaly Detection (MKAD) which combines both continuous and discrete
parameters via kernel functions and applies one-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) for anomaly detection (Das et al.,
2010). MKAD assumes there will always be a single, consistent data pattern for normal operations. This assumption does
not hold in real practice. One example is that both Instrument Landing Systems (ILS) approaches and visual approaches
are standard operations in landing; yet the procedures of these two approaches are different from each other, so are their
data patterns. Further, how to characterize the temporal structure during various flight phases remains unresolved. Matthews et al. summarize the knowledge discovery pipeline for aviation data using these algorithms discussed above
(Matthews et al., 2013). A common challenge exists for all the above methods: standards of norm are not easy to define
in practice – real-world flight operations are too complex to be assumed to have one standard pattern, or to be represented
by a limited set of training data.
A thorough literature review concluded that despite a vast number of techniques developed in cluster analysis and anomaly detection in general (Chandola et al., 2009; Hodge and Austin, 2004; Jain et al., 1999), no existing technique is directly
applicable to solve the anomaly detection problem for flight operations.
In this paper, we developed a data mining-based approach (referred to as ClusterAD-DataSample) to support proactive
safety management in air transportation. In this approach, we apply a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based clustering
to digital flight data in order to detect flights with unusual data patterns. These flights may indicate an increased level of
risk under the assumption that normal flights share common patterns. ClusterAD-DataSample is built on another anomaly
detection method, ClusterAD-Flight, developed by the authors (Li et al., 2015, 2011). However, ClusterAD-Flight can only
detect abnormal flights during take-off or approach as a whole, rather than instantaneous abnormal data samples during
a flight. Compared with other data-driven methods to monitor flight operations, ClusterAD-DataSample can (1) better establish the norm by automatically recognizing multiple typical patterns of flight operations, and (2) pinpoint which part of a
detected flight is abnormal. With this method, airline safety experts will be better equipped to monitor flight operations
by detecting flights with unusual data patterns, and locate abnormal behaviors from everyday operations even if the criteria
for anomalies are unknown a prior.
In this paper, ‘‘anomaly” and ‘‘abnormal flights” means flights with unusual data patterns, which differs from ‘‘unsafe
flights” and ‘‘risky flights.” Flights with abnormal data patterns are of interest for detection, but they need to be reviewed
by safety experts to determine whether they represent any safety risks.
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2. Method
The method presented in this paper is referred to as ClusterAD-DataSample. The name stands for Cluster-Based Anomaly
Detection, with the unit of analysis being the Data Sample. The method is based on the assumption that the majority of
flights exhibit common patterns under routine operations; a few outliers that deviate from those common patterns are of
interest to airline safety management. For example, a spike of irregularities during landing at an airport might be the symptom of a systemic problem with a runway environment, standard operating procedures, or pilot training programs. Since
these common patterns are unknown a priori, the method deploys cluster analysis to identify common patterns in order
to establish the norm before anomaly detection. A number of studies have shown that cluster analysis is an effective technique to identify the norms of operations in air transportation systems (Gariel et al., 2011; Jain et al., 1999; Li, 2013; Li et al.,
2011).
The workflow of ClusterAD-DataSample is illustrated in Fig. 1, which consists of four steps: the first transforms the digital
flight data into a form applicable for cluster analysis; the second is cluster analysis with a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM),
which characterizes typical behaviors of aircraft systems and temporal patterns of flight operations; the third detects
anomalies based on the norm established in the previous step; and the forth is to have safety experts review these anomalies
to identify any safety risks at stake.

2.1. Digital flight data
The input of ClusterAD-DataSample is the digital flight data of a fleet type archived by airlines. The flight data is recorded
by an aircraft Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) or Quick Access Recorder (QAR) and it includes thousands of flight
parameters throughout a flight, such as airspeed, altitude, pitch, roll, and engine parameters.

2.2. Step 1: Transformation
The first step of ClusterAD-DataSample is to convert the original flight data, in the form of multivariate time-series, into
vectors, a form that is applicable for cluster analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Each flight is re-sampled at fixed intervals along a
standard reference (e.g. time after applying takeoff power during the takeoff phase, distance to touchdown during the
approach phase), to ensure data of different flights have equal length. Each sample of flight data from flight f at time t is
represented by a vector, as in the form,

xtf ¼ ½x1t ; x2t ; . . . ; xm
t ;

ð1Þ

where xm
t is the value of the mth flight parameter at time t.
Because different flight parameters have different ranges and units, we then normalize each flight parameter to have
‘‘zero mean and unit variance.” As a result, each data sample of the original flight data corresponds to a normalized vector
^tf . Now, the data is in a form that is applicable for cluster analysis.
x

2.3. Step 2: Cluster analysis
After the transformation step, we develop a clustering method based on a GMM to identify the norm of flight operations
in order to detect the abnormal ones. The norm is characterized by clusters and the temporal distribution of these clusters.

Fig. 1. ClusterAD-DataSample workflow.
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Fig. 2. Transformation step: flight data samples are converted into vectors for cluster analysis.

2.3.1. Identification of frequently observed operations
We use cluster analysis to identify frequently observed operations. In the hyperspace, the algorithm will automatically
organize similar vectors into clusters. Each cluster represents a type of frequently observed operations of the aircraft system.
These clusters will be used as reference to detect anomalies in the next step. A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) was the
technique selected for cluster analysis. A GMM is a parametric probability density function represented as a weighted
sum of Gaussian component densities (Bouman et al., 1997; Dempster et al., 1977; McLachlan and Basford, 1988;
Reynolds, 2008). Each Gaussian component captures a type of frequently observed operations. Compared to other clustering
techniques such as K-means, a GMM is able to give statistical inferences of the underlying distributions, which can be used to
calculate the degree of abnormality of data samples in later steps. A GMM with K components is given by:

pðxjkÞ ¼

K
X

xi gðxjli ; Ri Þ

ð2Þ

i¼1

where x is a collection of M-dimensional vectors, k ¼ fwi ; li ; Ri g are the GMM parameters, K is the number of Gaussians and
P
wi ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; K are the mixture weights, which satisfy the constraint that Ki¼1 xi ¼ 1, li is the mean vector and Ri is the


covariance matrix of a Gaussian, and gðx li ; Ri Þ are the component Gaussian densities. Each component density is a Mvariate Gaussian function with mean vector li and covariance matrix Ri . It summarizes the probability density of vectors
belonging to a cluster.
0 1
1
1
gðxjli ; Ri Þ ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ e2ðxli Þ Ri ðxli Þ
M
ð2pÞ jRi j

ð3Þ

In order to build a GMM model, it is necessary to define attributes of the model before using the expectation–maximiza
tion (EM) algorithm to estimate the GMM parameters, including whether the covariance matrices are full or diagonal,
whether the parameters among Gaussian components are shared or not, and how many Gaussian components are there
in this model. These are often determined by the characteristics of an application problem, e.g. the amount of data available,
the computational resources or time requirement, and the natural underlying patterns of the data.
In this particular application, it was decided to use diagonal covariance matrices, independent parameters among Gaussian components, and estimate the number of mixture components (K) by sensitivity analysis. The reasons are discussed
below.
Covariance matrices are restricted to be diagonal in order to reduce computational complexity. Since the component
Gaussians are acting together to model the overall vector, full covariance matrices are not necessary even when the flight
parameters are not statistically independent. The linear combination of diagonal covariance Gaussians is capable of modeling the correlations between flight parameters. Reynolds (2008) shows that the performance attained by using a set of full
covariance Gaussians can be equally obtained by using a larger set of diagonal covariance Gaussians.
The parameters among Gaussian components are not shared to maximize the goodness of fit. We expect that different
Gaussian components would have different distributions to better capture the variety of aircraft operations.
The number of mixture components (K) is estimated by sensitivity analysis. Several values of K are tested, and the optimal
one is chosen based on Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978). BIC is a measure of fitness of a statistical model
that has been widely used for model identification in time series and linear regression (Abraham and Box, 1979). BIC rewards
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model accuracy and penalizes model complexity; therefore BIC selects the minimum value of K that attains adequate accuracy. An example of the process is illustrated in Fig. 6 and described in Section 3.1.2.
After a GMM configuration is defined, the parameters of the GMM (k ¼ fxi ; li ; Ri g; i ¼ 1; . . . ; K) are obtained using the
expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977). It is the most popular and well-established method.
The process starts with an initial model, then a new model is created, the process is repeated until improvements are no
longer significant. We use 1  106 as the termination tolerance (e) for the objective function value. The pseudo code is represented here (see Table 1).
2.3.2. Characterization of cluster temporal distribution
To assess whether a data sample is abnormal or not, we first need to know if it belongs to a type of frequently observed
operations, namely a cluster, or not; if yes, we also need to know whether the cluster is appropriate or not considering the
temporal sequence of clusters during normal operations.
Fig. 3 shows the process of estimating the distribution of clusters as a function of ‘‘distance to touchdown” during the
approach phase. The subfigure on the right in Fig. 3 illustrates the observation frequency of clusters changes during approach
phase, which is described by circle size and color density. A larger and darker circle indicates a higher frequency. As shown in
Fig. 3, frequently observed clusters evolve from Cluster No. 1–10 to No. 30–35 as aircraft are getting closer to touchdown. It is
also noted that Cluster 33 is the most frequently observed cluster at the time of touchdown in this dataset.

Table 1
Pseudo code of cluster analysis of flight data based on GMM.
Input:
Normalized vectors of digital flight data
The number of Gaussian components, K
Output:
GMM parameters, k = {xi, li, Ri}, i = 1, 2, . . . , K, that best fit the input data
Algorithm:
1. Initialize GMM parameters k using K-means result
2. E step. For each data sample, determine the a posteriori probability for each Gaussian component i using Eq. (4)
(4)

xi gðxt jli ; Ri Þ
Prðijxt ; kÞ ¼ PK
j¼1 xj gðxt jlj ; Rj Þ
where xt is a normalized vector of digital flight data
3. M step. Update GMM parameters k. For each Gaussian component, update parameters using Eqs. (5)–(7)
(5)

xnew
¼
i

1
N

N
X

Prðijxt ; kÞ

t¼1

(6)

PN

lnew
¼ Pt¼1
i
N

Prðijxt ; kÞxt

t¼1 Prðijxt ; kÞ

(7)
new
X
i

¼ PN

N
X

1

t¼1 Prðijxt ; kÞ t¼1

Prðijxt ; kÞðxt  lnew
Þðxt  lnew
Þ
i
i

T

where N is the total number of data samples in the dataset
4. Evaluate log likelihood
(8)

lnðpðxjkÞÞ ¼

N
X
t¼1

ln

K
X

!

xi gðxt jli ; Ri Þ

i¼1

If likelihood converge (the difference between ln(p(x|knew)) and ln(p(x|k)) is smaller than the termination tolerance, e),
Stop;
Else,
k = knew
go to Step 2.
5. Output k
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Fig. 3. Cluster analysis: identify typical operations and temporal distribution.

In this step, to calculate the relative appropriateness of Cluster q at time t, we use the ratio between the a posteriori probability for Gaussian component q and the sum of a posteriori probability for all Gaussian components given vectors sampled
at time t from all flights. The formula is described in Eq. (11).
2.4. Step 3: Anomaly detection
The final procedure for detecting anomalies is to compute the probability density function (pdf) of each sample being normal, which is determined by (1) how likely it is to belong to one of the clusters, (2) the cluster is appropriate at that moment
during a phase of flight. Mathematically, it is a sum of the pdf of a sample belonging to a cluster, weighted by the pdf of the
cluster being appropriate, as described in Eq. (4),

pðxtf is normalÞ ¼

K
X

pðxtf is from cluster qÞ  pðcluster q is appropriate at time tÞ

ð9Þ

q¼1

where xft is a M-dimensional vector at time t from flight f, q represents a cluster, F is the total number of flights in the dataset,
and

pðxtf is from cluster qÞ ¼ gðxtf jlq ; Rq Þ

ð10Þ

PF
f
f ¼1 Prðqjxt ; kÞ
pðcluster q is appropriate at time tÞ ¼ PK PF
f
i¼1
f ¼1 Prðijxt ; kÞ

ð11Þ

A probability density profile for every flight can be constructed after calculating the pdf of every data sample. Fig. 4 shows
an example. In this graph, a high value indicates a data sample is normal (relative to other samples in the dataset); whereas
lower values mean relatively abnormal. A logarithmic scale is used because the original data covers a very large range of

Fig. 4. Probability density profile of being ‘‘normal” for a flight during the approach phase.
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values. Abnormal samples are detected by identifying samples with pðxtf is normalÞ that is lower than a threshold. This
threshold value is associated with the sensitivity of the detection system, and can be adjusted based on the distribution
of all samples in a dataset. For example, Fig. 5 shows a distribution of pðxtf is normalÞ for all samples in a dataset comprising
10,528 flights (Airbus 320) during the approach phase. If we choose the 1st percentile value in this distribution to be the
detection threshold, the top 1% anomalies will be detected. Similar to the detection of abnormal samples, abnormal flights
are detected based on the sum of pðxtf is normalÞ over all samples during a given flight phase, and the detection threshold is
set based on the pdf distribution of all flights in a dataset.
2.5. Step 4: Expert review
The last step is to let airline safety experts review the abnormal flights detected in the previous step in order to determine
whether they indicate safety hazards or not. Safety experts review the original QAR data and refer to other sources of
information, e.g. weather reports, procedure standards, to determine what is abnormal about a flight and whether the abnormality reveals any risks or not.
A practical issue of the expert review process is that the time required to review a flight is significant, since hundreds of
flight parameters need to be examined manually. This practical issue is common among existing data-driven methods to
monitor flight operations (Das et al., 2010; Li et al., 2015; Matthews et al., 2013). The advantage of
ClusterAD-DataSample is that the probability profile generated in the previous step (see Fig. 4) can be used to shorten
the time – which part of a flight is abnormal can be quickly located by looking at the graph, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
3. Evaluation studies
3.1. Testing ClusterAD-DataSample on real airline data
In order to show the implementation of the proposed method on a real-world data set, ClusterAD-DataSample was tested
on a set of QAR data provided by an international airline.
3.1.1. Dataset
The data set contains 10,528 flights of Airbus 320s with the same engine configuration. Flight origins or destinations
spread across 36 airports. Each flight’s recording has 142 flight parameters (113 continuous and 29 discrete). To compare
flights at different airports, position related flight parameters were first converted to values relative to the airport location.
For instance, recorded altitude values such as ‘‘pressure altitude” and ‘‘density altitude” were transformed into relative altitudes like ‘‘height above takeoff” or ‘‘height above touchdown”.
3.1.2. GMM of nominal operations
A GMM was built following the steps described in Section 2. Regarding the selection of K (number of mixture components), we found 35 to be the optimal value for this dataset as it gave the lowest BIC value, as shown in Fig. 6. Then, the
parameters of the 35 Gaussian mixture components (k ¼ fwi ; li ; Ri g; i ¼ 1; . . . ; 35) are obtained using the expectation–max
imization (EM) algorithm.
After reviewing the parameter values, ten of the 35 mixture components were recognized as flight operations that are
well known during approach phase (see Fig. 7). For example, flight parameters in Cluster 17 have values at listed in Table 2,
thus this GMM component is identified as the flight operation ‘‘ILS (Instrument Landing System) approach”. Other wellknown flight operations identified include ‘‘Flare”, ‘‘Touchdown”, and ‘‘Thrust reverser deployment”, etc. Fig. 7 shows all

Fig. 5. Distribution of probability density functions of being ‘‘normal” for all samples of all flights.
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis of number of components based on BIC.

Fig. 7. Evolution of frequently observed clusters during the approach phase.

35 clusters during approach phase and how they activate and deactivate as a function of the distance to touchdown. Many
flights started the approach phase from Cluster 2: ‘‘Descent with flap 2 and gear up” or Cluster 5: ‘‘Descent with flap 2 and
gear down”. Between 4 nm and 2 nm before touchdown, the most frequently observed operations were captured by Cluster
17: ‘‘ILS approach.” The following well-known operations include Cluster 21: ‘‘Visual approach without flight director”, Cluster 25: ‘‘Visual approach with flight director at lower pressure altitude” and Cluster 27: ‘‘Visual approach with flight director
at higher pressure altitude”. At the end of the approach phase, Cluster 33: ‘‘Touchdown” has significantly more observations
than other clusters, as indicated by the large dark blue dot at 0 nm before touchdown.
3.1.3. Abnormal flights and expert review
Four airline pilots were recruited through the Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA) and professional pilot forums to review
the abnormal flights detected by ClusterAD-DataSample. The four pilots have more than 48,600 h of flying experience combined, and they are either in charge of a FOQA program or have past experience with FOQA program.
The 0.5, 1, and 3 percentile values of the probability distribution were used as the detection thresholds to detect abnormal
flights. Respectively, 53, 106, and 316 flights were detected as abnormal. The detection threshold can be adjusted according
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Table 2
Flight parameters related to ILS approach in Cluster 17.
Parameter

Value

CAT 3 capability
Glideslope hold mode
Localizer hold mode
Approach type
Autopilot

True
On
On
ILS
Engaged

to users’ preference. In practice, the detection thresholds will be determined with a good balance between review workloads
and the likelihood of missed detections. Ideally, all these flights would be reviewed by domain experts. However, limited by
the number of domain experts and time available in this study, an initial analysis was performed to reduce the number of
flights that needed to be reviewed by each domain expert. Since there were a finite number of data patterns observed in
these flights, we selected a flight to represent each pattern. After the initial analysis, twelve of the 53 flights detected by
0.5% threshold were selected for domain experts to review.
All flights under review were confirmed to exhibit some level of abnormal behaviors. However, whether the abnormal
behaviors indicated safety hazards or not varies by flight and by expert. The perceived level of safety risks depended on
experts’ operational experience and personal opinion. The results are summarized in Table 3.
In this section, we describe two examples. The first example (Flight ID 1) shows that ClusterAD-DataSample is able to
detect an unstabilized approach, which was rated as operationally abnormal and representing safety hazards by all four
domain experts. Information of key flight parameters of this flight is shown in Fig. 8. This flight is commented as an unstabilized approach with high speed, late flap configuration and idle thrust until very short final by safety experts. Its behavior
was away from ‘‘normal” in terms of expected stabilized approach criteria. One expert stated, ‘‘As a pilot and also as an operator I would consider this approach as requiring a go-around.”
The second example (Flight ID 12) shows that ClusterAD-DataSample is capable of detecting instantaneous abnormal
samples. Fig. 9 represents the probability profile of the abnormal flight (only the last 6 nm are represented to focus on
the problematic area). There is an area corresponding to a distance between 2.5 and 2.8 nm in which the pdf of being normal
is extremely low. Further inspection found that parameters related to the left engine had abnormal values, as shown in
Fig. 10, and that was probably the root cause of the abnormality. In a situation like this, it may happen that neither parameter
deviation was significant enough to trigger an alarm in traditional methods, so the small malfunction of engine or sensor
may go unnoticed until further damage occurred. ClusterAD-DataSample is able to combine different sources of information
so it can be more sensitive to such incipient failures.
3.2. Comparing with other methods for detecting known issues in flight data
In order to further assess ClusterAD-DataSample’s performance, we compared ClusterAD-DataSample with the current
industry standard method, Exceedance Detection (ED), and two other data-driven methods, MKAD and ClusterAD-Flight,
given there is no ‘‘ground truth” for performance evaluation, or a benchmark dataset in which every flight is labeled ‘normal
or abnormal” in definitive terms. ED is a standard method widely used by airlines in FOQA programs. Therefore in this
comparison study it was used as a baseline. It consists on checking if some flight parameters exceed predefined limits under
certain conditions. If the limits are overpassed, the event is labeled in three alarm levels: Level 1 indicates minor deviation,
Level 2 indicates moderate, and Level 3 indicates severe deviation from expected values. MKAD stands for Multiple Kernel
Anomaly Detection. It is a method developed by Das et al. (2010) based on one-class Support Vector Machine (SVM). It is able

Table 3
Expert review results of abnormal flights detected by ClusterAD-DataSample.
Flight ID

Abnormal behaviors

Number of experts agree that the
flight indicated safety hazards

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Unstabilized approach, high energy approach
Unstabilized approach if IMC, large roll and idle thrust between 5 and 2.5 nm
Unstabilized approach until 2.5 nm, visual approach without flight director
ILS approach with manual takeover, slightly fast until 1.5 nm, one pneumatic system off
ILS approach from low intercept altitude, initially strong crosswind
ILS approach, autopilot and flight director recycle at 3 nm
Spikes in ‘‘brake pressure”
Instability in roll
Strong tailwind and late localizer intercept approach
Visual approach in cold weather
Strong, quartering tail wind, abnormal shift in center of gravity at 2 nm
Abnormal values in left engine

4
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
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Fig. 8. Unstabilized approach detected by ClusterAD-DataSample.

Fig. 9. Probability density profile of an abnormal flight: abnormal behaviors are detected by ClusterAD-DataSample between 2.5 and 2.8 nm before
touchdown.

to combine information of different data types and to detect anomalies by analyzing various parameters simultaneously.
ClusterAD-Flight is an anomaly detection method developed by Li et al. (2015, 2011)). This method uses clustering
techniques to detect abnormal flights during phases of flight that have standard procedures associated and clear time
anchors. It is effective in detecting anomalies during take-off and final approach.
The scope of this comparative study focused on testing the capability of data-driven methods (MKAD, ClusterAD-Flight,
and ClusterAD-DataSample) in detecting known risky issues that have been specified in ED. The performance of detecting
unknown issues (the ones that could not be detected by ED) was not evaluated in this study due to the lack of domain
experts and a systematic approach in reviewing a large number of abnormal flights.

3.2.1. Dataset
The dataset contains 25,519 A320 flights landing at a typical European airport provided by another international airline.
Average flight length is between 2 and 3 h. For each flight, 367 discrete and continuous parameters were recorded at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz.

3.2.2. Algorithm settings
All four detection algorithms can be set at different sensitivity levels, which may make results incomparable. In this study,
three data-driven methods (ClusterAD-DataSample, MKAD, and ClusterAD-Flight) were compared against Level 3 ED Events
using a series of detection thresholds: 1%, 3%, 5%, and 10%. The percentage controls the number of flights to be considered
abnormal ranked by severity in each method.

L. Li et al. / Transportation Research Part C 64 (2016) 45–57
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Fig. 10. Abnormal values in left engine detected by ClusterAD-DataSample.

3.2.3. Results
Fig. 11 shows the percentages of flights detected by MKAD, ClusterAD-Flight and ClusterAD-DataSample, which were also
detected with ED Level 3. ClusterAD-DataSample detected more flights with ED Level 3 than ClusterAD-Flight and MKAD
across all detection thresholds. For example, when the detection threshold was set to detect the top 10% abnormal flights,
70% of flights with ED Level 3 were identified by ClusterAD-DataSample, in contrast with only 12% identified by MKAD
and 30% by ClusterAD-Flight.
3.3. Discussion
The initial testing of ClusterAD-DataSample on real-world airline data showed that the method can detect flights with
abnormal operations; some may exhibit early signs of safety degradation. The comparative study also shows that the
new method is able to detect unsafe events that have been defined in the industry standard method. Thus, ClusterADDataSample is a promising tool to help airline safety experts monitor everyday flights and identify the abnormal ones.
In these two evaluation studies, the detection threshold is artificially chosen for comparison between different algorithms. However, there are several methods to determine the threshold value in ClusterAD-DataSample. One option is to
use the traditional outlier detection method based on boxplot (Tukey, 1977). We can consider values lower than Q11.5IQR (Inter Quartile Range) to be abnormal. However, the pdf distribution is always left skewed. Too many abnormal flights
might be detected for airline analysts to review using this method. Another option is to set the threshold by the users (e.g. an
airline operator) according to their preference and needs. They can adjust the detection thresholds to balance between
review workloads and the likelihood of miss-detection.

Fig. 11. Percentage of flights with Level 3 Exceedance Events Detected by MKAD, ClusterAD-Flight, and ClusterAD-DataSample.
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Another limitation of this paper is that we did not provide an evaluation of the detection accuracy in a traditional sense,
such as false negatives and false positives. The reason is there is a lack of ‘‘ground truth”, or a benchmark dataset in which
every flight is labeled ‘normal or abnormal” in definitive terms. Incidents or accidents are extremely rare in modern airline
operations, none of them can be found in available flight data sets. Individual flights are highly varied from one another and
it is challenging to label it ‘right or wrong’. New techniques are needed to evaluate the performance of a detection method
that does not rely on pre-existing criteria but is capable of detecting unknown issues.
4. Conclusions
Digital flight data are collected by airlines from all aircraft on a regular basis. These data contain a large amount of information about daily operations that could be used to inform airlines for safety improvement. Yet the analysis of such data is
challenging due to the increased complexity and variability in air transportation operations. We developed a new datadriven approach that can support safety experts to utilize digital flight data, better monitor flight operations and potentially
improve airline safety. The new approach can automatically detect anomalous situations without extended initial tuning
which are time consuming and expensive. Results of abnormal flight can inform further analysis by domain experts to identify risks, and to determine whether mitigation measures are needed to prevent accidents. The method was tested on realworld datasets provided by international airlines. Results show that ClusterAD-DataSample is able to detect anomalies that
are operationally significant and may represent increased level of risks. Compared with other data-driven methods to detect
anomalies in flight data, ClusterAD-DataSample performed better in detecting known unsafe events. Further study is needed
to comprehensively evaluate its performance in detecting unknown issues.
Although ClusterAD-DataSample is specifically designed to monitor flight operations, the cluster-based method can
potentially be adapted for operations and systems monitoring in other domains. A next step is to adopt similar approaches
for drivers’ behaviors analysis, urban traffic monitoring, aircraft and vehicle maintenance. A data transformation method that
captures meaningful system behaviors for that domain is the key.
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